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ABSTRACT

This article reports a review of the most sig-
nificant issues related to network architectures
and technologies which will enable the realiza-
tion of future optical Internet networks. The
design of such networks has to take into consid-
eration the peculiar characteristics of Internet
traffic. Several architectures have been proposed
to provide optical networking solutions, based
on wavelength-division multiplexing and compat-
ible with the IP world. These architectures are
presented briefly, and the main advantages and
drawbacks are discussed. Furthermore, advanced
network architectures are reported. In particular,
two network paradigms are illustrated and dis-
cussed: the optical transparent packet network
and optical burst switching. Finally, the key tech-
nologies are illustrated.

INTRODUCTION
The telecommunications world is evolving dra-
matically toward challenging scenarios. The con-
vergence of the telecom and datacom worlds into
the infocom era is becoming a reality.

New competitive companies are offering
lower prices and driving the introduction of new
services. New technologies are emerging, govern-
ment regulations are being relaxed, and the
industry is rapidly globalizing. The efficient
transport of information is becoming a key ele-
ment in today’s society.

By some estimates, bandwidth usage of the
Internet is doubling every six to 12 months. For the
first time, data network capacities are surpassing
voice network capacities, and the growing demand
for network bandwidth is expected to continue in
the coming years. Current networks use only a
small fraction of the available bandwidth of fiber
optic transmission links. The emergence of wave-
length-division multiplexing (WDM) technology is
now unlocking more of the available bandwidth,
leading to lower costs, which can be expected to
further fuel the demand for bandwidth.

We now face the near-term prospect of single
fibers capable of carrying hundreds of gigabits

per second of data. Single optical fibers have the
potential for carrying as much as 10 Tb/s. This
leads to a serious mismatch with current switch-
ing technologies which are not yet capable of
switching these high aggregate rates. Emerging
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switches
and IP routers are able to switch data using the
individual channels within a WDM link (the
channels typically operate at 2.4 or 10 Gb/s), and
this implies that tens or hundreds of switch
interfaces must be used to terminate a single
link with a large number of channels.

Moreover, there can be a significant loss of
statistical multiplexing efficiency when parallel
channels are used simply as a collection of inde-
pendent links, rather than as a shared resource.
Proponents of optical switching have long advo-
cated new approaches using optical technology
in place of electronics in switching systems [1].
Unfortunately, the limitations of optical compo-
nent technology [1] have largely limited optical
switching to facility management applications.
While there have been attempts to demonstrate
the use of optical switching to directly handle
end-to-end user data channels, these experi-
ments have been disappointing. Indeed, they
have primarily served to show how crude optical
components remain and have done little to stim-
ulate any serious move toward optical switching.

The aim of this article is to provide an
overview of the main architectural and techno-
logical issues related to optical networking solu-
tions which support the future infocom scenario.

We will review the main characteristics of Inter-
net traffic, which demand a different approach to
network design. We will provide a survey of the
architectures and technologies for realizing “wave-
length-routing-based” optical networks, and intro-
duce some advanced solutions proposed in the
literature to better match the requirements of
Internet traffic with the facilities offered by optical
technology. In particular, two paradigms are dis-
cussed: the optical transparent packet network and
optical burst switching. The key WDM optical
devices’ state of maturity is discussed, while the last
section derives some concluding remarks and the
perspectives envisaged by the authors.
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INTERNET TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

Since Internet traffic will more and more domi-
nate traditional telecom traffic, the understand-
ing of its characteristics is crucial for a
reasonable design of the future optical infocom
network. Specifically, three main issues are
worth highlighting:
• The self-similar nature of Internet traffic
• Routing and data flow asymmetry
• Server-bound congestion

THE SELF-SIMILAR NATURE OF
INTERNET TRAFFIC

The self-similar nature of Internet traffic has
been demonstrated by several measurements and
statistical studies [2]. In particular, it means that
traffic on Internet networks exhibits the same
characteristics regardless of the number of simul-
taneous sessions on a given physical link. As an
example, Fig. 1 shows self-similar traffic vs. Pois-
son voice traffic for different numbers of aggre-
gated users. It can easily be seen that as the
number of voice flows increases, the traffic
becomes more and more smoothed. In other
words, the variance of voice traffic (which can be
modeled as a Poisson process) rapidly decreases
with the increase of flow aggregation. On the
other hand, this does not happen with Internet
traffic. In fact, the variance of this process
decreases with much lower speed. This property
is usually known as the long-range dependence
(LRD) of Internet traffic.

The self-similar nature of Internet traffic has
a direct impact on network dimensioning. In
particular, buffer sizing is crucial. On one hand,
the buffer size should be great enough to absorb
very long traffic bursts induced by self-similar
characteristics; on the other hand, the size
should not be so large as to introduce unaccept-
able delays. A possible solution for a network
designer is to increase the buffer size at admis-
sion points into the network in order to smooth
out the peaks and valleys; and to dimension the
IP link capacities so that the IP network can
operate at a higher peak-to-average load than a
traditional telecom network.

ROUTING AND DATA FLOWS ASYMMETRY
The phenomenon of IP data flow asymmetry has
been much observed on both national and inter-
national links [3]. Such asymmetry is attributed
to larger server farms sending out large amounts
of data in response to small requests and to the
preponderance of users who download Web
pages. Web server farms tend to be clustered
near large Internet service points, while users
are randomly distributed around the edges of
the network. Consequently, near large intercon-
nection points where Web servers are located,
there is a large asymmetry in transmit/receive
(Tx/Rx) data flows in favor of the Tx path exit-
ing the servers. A sketch of the traffic flows in
an Internet network is shown in Fig. 2.

The main consequence of asymmetry is that a
considerable amount of Internet bandwidth —
sometimes close to 50 percent — is idle, and at
the same time the bandwidth on the other side
of a Tx/Rx is totally congested. It is necessary to

highlight that such a condition exists because
contemporary telecom systems are still designed
to primarily support voice traffic.

SERVER-BOUND CONGESTION
It is widely experienced that traffic flows on the
Internet are limited by the servers providing data
to requests from users, rather than by the net-
work itself. In the presence of large bandwidth it
is increasingly likely that the server flow control
window will be the dominant control element in
traffic throughput rather than today’s congestion
window. As a result, with larger pipes Internet
throughput will be increasingly server-bound,
even beyond the 52 percent server-bound conges-
tion experienced today [3]. Certainly, servers will

■ Figure 1. The self-similar nature of Internet network traffic.
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increase their flow control window size as they
increase in CPU power. However, the overall net-
work capacity increases faster than the average
CPU performance of most servers. Ultimately,
the question of server-bound vs. network-bound
will depend on the relative growth of bandwidth
vs. CPU power. If bandwidth growth, principally
due to the deployment of WDM, is faster than
Moore’s law for CPU power and capacity, then
ultimately server congestion will be the control-
ling element in future networks [3].

WAVELENGTH ROUTING
ARCHITECTURES

WDM networking has been launched by the
concept of wavelength routing. The principle is
that high-speed data flows, which consist of
many time-division multiplexed channels, are
associated with specific optical wavelengths.
Thus, they are routed through the optical net-
work by means of their wavelengths, without
necessarily being opto-electronically converted,
demultiplexed, and electronically routed. This
concept allows the realization of all-optical
routers, which can handle many WDM channels
simultaneously, without the need for very high-
speed electronics. The lower hierarchies are nat-
urally processed by an electronic cross-connect
that possibly interoperates with the optical cross-
connect (OXC). Thus, wavelength routing con-
sents the realization of optical add-drop
multiplexers (OADMs) and OXCs working in a
semi-permanent way. The capability to aggre-
gately handle optical bandwidth provides the
means to cope with the Internet traffic charac-
teristics previously mentioned.

The main feature of this kind of optical net-
work lies in the possibility of performing these
operations directly in the optical domain without

requiring costly high-speed electronic equipment,
and in its transparency, that is, the possibility of
making those functions independent, to some
extent, of the signal format. Actually, it is possi-
ble to define several degrees of transparency. In
fact, absolute transparency is the property of a
network in which any signal travels along the
network independent of its transmission format,
speed (bit rate in case of pulse code modulated,
PCM, signals), and so on; that is, only terminal
equipment would determine the limitation on
such a signal format. However, due to physical
limitations of fiber propagation and the physical
nature of optical devices traversed by the signal,
absolute transparency can never be reached.
Thus, it is more useful to specify a certain level
of transparency. The simplest degree of trans-
parency is in digital signals (independence of bit
rate, format, and protocol). Furthermore, it is
possible to define transparency to intensity-mod-
ulated signals (both analog and digital). Full
transparency would require that a network be
transparent to any optical signal, regardless of its
amplitude, phase, or frequency modulation.

In practical networks, transparency will allow
the handling of different types of data flows simul-
taneously. In fact, wavelengths can carry either
synchronous digital hierarchy/optical network
(SDH/SONET) streams, ATM streams, or other
possible transport formats. If the degree of trans-
parency is high enough, as in a municipal area
network, even analog signals such as analog video
signals can be carried without any conversion.

The main issue when designing optical net-
works for Internet application is the right mode
of transport for IP packets. Actually, several
transport options have been proposed in the lit-
erature, such as IP over ATM over WDM and
IP over SDH/SONET over WDM; and recently,
a lot of literature has proposed IP over WDM.

The rate of change of technology also impacts
the selection of core network technology. For
instance, today’s implementation of IP networks
makes use of different transport techniques,
embodying IP, frame relay, ATM, SDH/SONET,
and WDM. If one minimizes network elements
(e.g., IPoWDM), it may be more cost effective,
but there is more risk of obsolescence of invest-
ments. However, such a risk may be small if IP
still remains the predominant traffic type.

A conceivable infocom network is sketched in
Fig. 3. It supports different services and a variety
of transport protocols. For instance, IPoWDM
could be used for high-volume best-effort com-
puter-to-computer traffic, while IP over ATM
could be used to support virtual private networks
and mission-critical IP networks. IP over
SDH/SONET could instead be used to aggregate
and deliver traditional IP network services. Each
data flow is carried by a dedicated wavelength.

In any case, OADMs and OXCs represent
the key elements of optical networking.

In the following sections, the optical node
architectures and the different solutions for
transporting IP packets on optical links are
briefly described.

OPTICAL NODE ARCHITECTURES
A general scheme of an OADM is depicted in
Fig. 4. It can selectively drop or add a specific

■ Figure 3. A relevant example of an optical Internet network. In the picture,
different protocol stacks are integrated to provide different-size bandwidth
pipes and classes of services.
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wavelength on a WDM comb carried by a fiber.
The other wavelengths are passed through the
node optically. This optical node is characterized
by several functionalities. For example, it could
be rigid, in the sense of adding/dropping one or
more fixed wavelengths; or flexible, adding/drop-
ping any one or more of the wavelengths at its
disposal. Technological details on OADM archi-
tecture and technologies can be found in [4].

An OXC provides the possibility of routing
individual channels coming from any of its input
ports to any output port. There are several archi-
tectures, depending on whether the OXC is
rigid, rearrangeable, or strictly nonblocking. The
basic schemes are shown in Fig. 5a–d [4].

The simplest configuration (Fig. 5a) does not
give any possibility of rearrangement. A rearrange-
able OXC is depicted in Fig. 5b, where a space-
division switching function has been introduced by
using space switching matrices. Here each wave-
length of any input fiber can be routed to any out-
put fiber not already using that wavelength. This
OXC presents a bandwidth proportional to N x M
x B, where N is the number of input/output fiber
ports, M the number of wavelengths carried by
each fiber, and B the bit rate per wavelength.

The constraint that two channels carried on
two different fibers at the same wavelength can-
not be routed simultaneously onto a single out-
going link can be accepted or not, depending on

network topology, dimensions, traffic, opera-
tions, administration, and maintenance (OAM)
functions, and so forth. However, such a con-
straint can be eliminated by using wavelength
translators in conjunction with a large switch
inside the optical node, as shown in Fig. 5c. This
configuration adds significant complexity to the
routing node structure, but permits better wave-
length reuse. To avoid large space-division
switches, which are impractical, especially for

■ Figure 4. A generic scheme of an optical add-drop multiplexer.
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large dimensions (N x M) of the OXC, the archi-
tecture shown in Fig. 5d can be adopted, allow-
ing the highest flexibility to be obtained. In this
architecture channel selection is accomplished by
a combination of passive power splitters and
tunable filters. Several low-dimension switch
matrices thus substitute for the large switch.
Technological issues related to OXCs and sever-
al examples of OXC schemes are reported in [4].

THE IPOATMOWDM SOLUTION
The ATM networking solution is attractive
because it makes it possible to aggregate different
traffic types onto the same pipe; thereby it pro-
duces significant savings in overall bandwidth
over managing services on different networks. In
fact, ATM networks are optimized to carry a mix
of different service types rather than one specific
service type. The other advantage of ATM in this
context is that it should be relatively easy to sup-
port virtual private networks (VPNs) and classes
of service for data. However, if the current Inter-
net trends continue, Internet data will be the pre-
dominant service type. Thus, it makes sense to
build up a network optimized for delivery of
Internet data. The remaining services can then be
delivered on top of an IP network or, alternative-
ly, still be delivered over a parallel ATM network.

Actually, ATM networks provide an incredible
degree of flexibility in terms of network engineer-
ing and design, but this flexibility comes at a cost
in terms of complexity. Running IP-over-ATM
networks is generally much more complex to man-
age than traditional IP leased line networks. While
ATM provides a powerful set of capabilities in
terms of traffic engineering, existing IP routing
protocols have limited traffic engineering capabili-
ties in terms of directing traffic across specific
links, mainly because the routing metrics are
based on the number of routing hops. A promis-
ing technique is multiprotocol label switching
(MPLS). In fact, MPLS can provide this same
traffic engineering capabilities at the IP layer, but
MPLS may end up introducing the same level of
complexity as currently exists with ATM networks.
Another interesting advantage of ATM lies in the
possibility to realize fast ATM switches. However,
several companies are proposing IP routers with
very high throughput (terabit routers).

As a result, since ATM does not offer inher-
ent improvements in throughput over the new
class of terabit routers but brings about more
complexity, the solution of IP over ATM over
WDM makes little sense, particularly in large
backbone networks. If the predominant traffic is
IP, the ATM network is an added level of com-
plexity that is costly to network providers in
terms of management.

THE IPOSDH/SONETOWDM SOLUTION
One of the main advantages of SDH/SONET is its
restoration capability in the event of a fiber cut or
failure in an SDH/SONET node. An SDH/
SONET ring network can switch to an alternate
fiber or path on the other side of a fiber ring in the
event of a fiber cut in less than 50 ms. This restora-
tion property is transparent to the IP network layer.

In a backbone for Internet data, this sophisti-
cated link management in the SDH/SONET
layer may not be necessary. Protection and

restoration capabilities are part of the Internet’s
intrinsic distributed survivability characteristic.

One of the big advantages of having routers
directly connected to WDM wavelengths is that
the router can use wavelengths on both sides of
a fiber ring and load share IP traffic, and possi-
bly double the bandwidth utilization of any
Internet link at very low incremental cost to the
carrier. In the event of a fiber cut it might be
possible to throttle back best-effort IP traffic to
be routed over the single surviving fiber, or
alternatively rerouted over a completely differ-
ent path to the destination. Since the nature of
Internet data is self-similar, the consequences of
a fiber cut are less severe in the data networking
environment than in the traditional telecom
environment. The loss of a fiber may also be
compensated for by well-known techniques for
flow control, buffering, and rerouting. In addi-
tion, in an optical Internet network the router
can establish asymmetric transmit/receive wave-
lengths to balance ingress and egress traffic
across the network. SDH/SONET networks are
always realized under the main assumption of
transmitting and receiving traffic always being in
balance, and as such cannot be optimized for
asymmetric transmit and receive traffic flows.

FRAMING: IPOWDM SOLUTIONS
There are several approaches proposed to date for
framing IP packets. The most important ones are
SDH/SONET and Gigabit Ethernet framing [3].

Optical networks can need signal regeneration
if the covered distances are long enough (e.g.,
several hundred kilometers). Most of today’s
regeneration systems are designed to work with
SDH/SONET. In that case it is necessary to pack-
et the IP datagrams into the SDH/SONET
frames. Nevertheless, SDH/SONET framing has
several limitations related to segmentation and
reassembly (SAR) processing, which can be very
time-consuming on a router interface card, result-
ing in a degradation in throughput and perfor-
mance. Several companies are working on a new
framing standard called Fast-IP or Slim
SDH/SONET, which will provide for much of the
functionality of SDH/SONET framing but use
more modern techniques for header placement
and matching frame size to packet size. The main
advantage of SDH/SONET framing is that it car-
ries signaling and network management informa-
tion in its header bits. However, SDH/SONET
has a large amount of overhead reserved for fault
monitoring and operation support systems. This
overhead could be minimized if these functions
were incorporated into the IP routing devices. On
the other hand, a drawback of SDH/SONET
framing is the current high cost of SDH/SONET
transponders and regeneration equipment.

The other approach lies in the use of typical
LAN equipment for regeneration, such as Giga-
bit Ethernet (GE). This approach is more suit-
able for municipal networks, where bandwidth is
more available and access systems can have pro-
prietary protocols. GE is not as efficient as
SDH/SONET since it uses a simple block coding
scheme where every 8 data bits are encapsulated
in a 10-bit transmission block. This overhead
results in network inefficiency of over 25 per-
cent. However, a number of vendors are working
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on a new 10xGE standard, specifically designed
for dense WDM (DWDM) systems. It is expect-
ed that the new 10xGE standard will use a much
more efficient block coding scheme, perhaps
even synchronous coding like SDH/SONET.

GE presents several advantages:
• It has low cost and optimized design to

carry the same frames used by most net-
worked computers.

• It uses the same frames originally generated
by the hosts on either end of a connection,
so there is no remapping to other transport
protocols like SDH, and ATM, and as such
SAR and bit stuffing operations are not
required in the router interface to align the
data frame with the transport frame.

• It provides lower cost per tributary delivery.

ADVANCED
NETWORK ARCHITECTURES

The research carried out so far is driven by the
assumption that the future optical telecom net-
work will remain circuit-based. Therefore, appli-
cations of WDM as a networking technique [5]
focus on the static utilization of single channels
resulting in very inefficient optical bandwidth
usage. A technological breakthrough in this direc-
tion is represented by optical packet switching [6],
enabling fast allocation of the WDM channels
and their utilization as shared resources in an on-
demand fashion with very fine granularities. This
leads to a significant increase in statistical multi-
plexing gain with respect to the case of electronic
IP routers which, treating a WDM link as a col-
lection of independent transmission channels,
need a high number of physical interfaces to be
used to terminate a single fiber, thereby increas-
ing system complexity and hence cost [7].

Together with the efficiency aspects, a further
factor fueling the interest in optical packet
switching is bit rate transparency [6], entailing
intrinsic flexibility to cheaply support incremen-
tal increases of the bit rate of transmission links;

that is, successive upgrades of the transmission
layer capacity can be planned with minor impact
on the switching nodes [6].

Currently, the challenge is how to combine
the advantages of the relatively coarse-grained
WDM techniques with optical switching capabili-
ties to yield a high-throughput optical platform
able to efficiently support IP traffic.

A promising direction for network evolution
lies in the migration of most of the switching
burden into the optical domain in order to
exploit the scalability property provided by opti-
cal technology to support progressive increments
of WDM link transmission capacity. This
approach could lead to an effective decoupling
between transmission/switching and routing/for-
warding functionality. The former should be
handled in the optical domain so as to access the
huge fiber bandwidth; the latter should be car-
ried out in the electronic domain, where the
routing/forwarding functions based on packet
header processing should be performed.

The previously delineated network structure
is sketched in Fig. 6. Two functional layers are
envisaged. The external one is the electronic
layer, performing traffic aggregation and main
packet routing functions; the internal layer, here
called the switched optical network (SON), is
based on optical technology, and performs trans-
mission and low-layer switching functions.

The edge switches (ESs) are located at the
boundary between the two layers. IP traffic is
injected into ESs by standard electronics net-
works (i.e., LANs, MANs, etc.). The ESs per-
form traffic aggregation and basic routing
functions; that is, they determine to which ESs
the incoming IP packets have to be forwarded.
An ES assembles incoming IP packets directed
to a given destination ES in an optical packet. A
critical issue is the waiting time of the IP packets
needed in this assembly process.

Once the optical packet is assembled, it is deliv-
ered to the SON. The SON transports optical
packets from source to destination ESs. At the des-
tination ES, the traffic is disaggregated and deliv-

■ Figure 6. The switched optical network structure.
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ered to the destination network. The SON switch-
es, here called core switches (CSs), are intercon-
nected via a WDM optical transport network. The
CSs perform the forwarding of the optical packets
in the optical domain and have the goal of han-
dling the statistical multiplexing over the WDM
links.

In order to simplify the packet forwarding
process within the optical nodes, MPLS [8, 9]
could be used in CSs and ESs. MPLS is a link-
level forwarding technique able to provide sim-
pler and faster packet forwarding capability
than in traditional schemes like those used in IP
networks. As an example, in the IP layer for-
warding requires the analysis of a relatively
large header and the execution of a longest
match algorithm in order to determine the out-
put to which packets have to be forwarded. In
MPLS, label-swapping packet forwarding is
based on a simple short-label exact match; this
results in a simpler forwarding paradigm.
According to MPLS, the entire forwarding space
is partitioned into forwarding equivalency classes
(FECs) and the packets belonging to the for-
warding subspace relative to a given FEC are
forwarded in a similar manner; this happens as
follows. A short, fixed-length, locally significant
identifier known as a label is assigned to each
FEC. A packet is labeled by either encoding a
label in an available location in the data link
layer or network layer header, or encapsulating
the packet with a header specifically for this
purpose. In the context of the SON, IP packets
arriving at a source ES and directed to the same
destination ES are assembled into an optical
packet to which is assigned a given label. The
next-hop CS uses the label as an index into a
table which specifies the next outgoing label and
the next hop. The old label is replaced with the
new one, and the packet is forwarded to the
next hop. This eliminates the need for network-
layer lookups from all but the first node in the
path from source ES to destination ES.

The crucial aspect to be discussed in this sce-
nario is the choice of the more appropriate
packet transfer mode within the SON. Such a
transfer mode has to arise from a compromise

between the efficiency requirement that has to
be guaranteed and the capabilities of current
optical technology.

Two possible transfer modes have been pro-
posed in the literature to be implemented within
the SON. They basically differ in the structure of
the optical packet and the network node opera-
tion. The first, the optical transparent packet
network (OTPN), studied in ACTS Project
KEOPS [6], is based on fixed-length packets
with synchronous node operation. The second,
optical burst switching (OBS) [7, 10], is based on
variable-length packets, indicated as bursts, with
asynchronous node operation.

In the next section the principles of OTPN
and OBS will be illustrated and their implemen-
tation issues discussed.

THE OPTICAL TRANSPARENT PACKET
NETWORK PARADIGM

The optical packets used in the OTPN are placed
in a fixed-duration time slot, allowing for syn-
chronous operation of the switching nodes. The
general format of an OTPN packet is shown in
Fig. 7 [6]. The packet contains:
• A header at a fixed bit rate that is electroni-

cally processed in a node
• A payload with fixed duration and variable

bit rate
• Guard times inserted to account for the

device switching times, the jitter experi-
enced by the payload within the node, and
the nonideality of the synchronization units
in the input/output node interfaces
The OTPN switch structure shown in Fig. 8 is

composed of three main blocks:
• The input interfaces, performing packet

delineation and synchronization functions
in order to align the optical packets coming
from the various input ports; this is realized
by means of an optical synchronizer in
order to keep the payload transparency

• The optical switching matrix, with the tasks of
routing the optical packets toward the output
ports and solving output packet contention

■ Figure 7. Optical transparent packet network (OTPN) packet format.
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• The output interfaces, performing the out-
put synchronization operation in order to
reduce the jitter due to the different paths
followed by the packets inside the switch; in
addition, such a block realizes the header
rewriting operation and optical regenera-
tion of the signal required to compensate
the degradation of both the extinction ratio
and optical signal-to-noise ratio introduced
by the switching matrix
A critical issue in OTPN is the need to imple-

ment packet synchronization in the optical
domain in order to guarantee bit-rate-transpar-
ent operation of the switch. As aforementioned,
two synchronizers are needed:
• An input synchronizer is used in order to com-

pensate for the slow jitter of packets arriving
at the same input; these delay variations are
due to both temperature variations and chro-
matic dispersion resulting in different propa-
gation speeds over different wavelengths.

• An output synchronizer, used to compen-
sate for the delay variation of the packets
inside the switching matrix; in fact, packets
can follow different paths with unequal
lengths within the switching fabric, resulting
in fast jitter of the packets directed to the
same output port.
Since both the synchronizers are realized by

means of fiber delay lines and switches of vari-
ous technologies [11], the hardware complexity
of the switch increases, as well as crosstalk and
attenuation due to insertion loss, which intro-
duce a degradation of signal quality increasing
with the number of cascade nodes.

To take into account the fact that packet jit-
ter can only be partially compensated for by syn-
chronization units, it is necessary to introduce
guard times in the optical packet before and
after the payload in order to prevent payload
damage during header erasure or insertion. The
guard times are also introduced in order to take
into account the switching time of the opto-elec-
tronic devices and the finite precision of fiber
delay lines. Notice that when the header is trans-
mitted serially with the payload, the guard times
are introduced for both reasons mentioned earli-
er. On the contrary, they are introduced only for
the latter reason if packet optical switching with
subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) is adopted.
Accordingly, header and payload are multiplexed
on the same wavelength, and the current modu-
lating the laser is constituted by a baseband sig-
nal that is the payload, in addition to a pass-band
signal which is the header. In particular, in [12]
header updating implemented by means of SOA
is proposed, allowing realization of bit-rate-
transparent switching.

Static inefficiency due to the insertion of guard
times can be reduced by increasing optical packet
duration. However, this can cause dynamic ineffi-
ciency if low traffic intensity periods between ESs
occur. In these cases the number of IP packets
could be insufficient to fill the payload of the
optical packet, whose length is constant.

CONTENTION RESOLUTION IN OTPN SWITCHES
One of the key problems in the application of

packet switching in the optical domain is the
handling of packet contention when two or more
incoming packets are directed to the same out-
put line. Various techniques have been exam-
ined in literature:
• Buffering
• Wavelength translation
• Deflection routing
• Wavelength dimension

The application of the classical buffering tech-
nique makes the structure of an optical packet
switch strictly close to that of a traditional elec-
tronic packet switch. For this reason it has been
primarily and extensively studied (e.g., [13]).
Unfortunately, at least with current technology,
optical buffering can only be implemented via a
bundle of fiber delay lines (FDLs) with lengths
equal to a multiple of a packet duration. Hence,
the buffer capacity of an optical packet switch
cannot exceed a few units. Moreover, the number
of FDLs is a critical system design parameter
because it has an impact on optical hardware vol-
ume, switch size, and noise level due to the transit
of the optical signal in the FDLs.

As in the case of the electronic switches, dif-
ferent packet buffering techniques have been
investigated:
• Shared buffer
• Output queuing
• Partially shared buffer

In an optical packet switch adopting the shared
buffer technique [13], if more than one packet is
directed to the same output, all but one recirculate
from the output to the input line through recircula-
tion loops. Optical amplifiers are used to overcome
the signal attenuation introduced by the space
switch on the recirculating packets. When the traf-
fic is bursty and the load high, many recirculations
are required, causing accumulation of amplifier
spontaneous emission (ASE) noise in the loops. To
overcome these problems, packets that have to suf-
fer different delays recirculate in fiber delay lines
of different lengths.

An optical packet switch adopting the out-
put queuing technique [6], consists of a space
switch with a buffer on each output. A buffer
consists  of  f iber delay l ines of different
lengths. This structure is not limited by ASE

■ Figure 8. OTPN switch architecture.
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noise,  but requires more hardware (total
length of fiber delay lines) than needed by
architectures employing recirculation buffering
techniques.

Finally, the partially shared buffer technique
[14] dedicates an optical buffer to each output and
incorporates an additional common buffer shared
among all of the output lines. In the switches
adopting this technique, the packets, finding the
output buffer full, are routed to the shared buffer
for temporary storage. Subsequently, the packets
stored in the shared buffer will recirculate back to
an input port for further attempts. The partially
shared buffer technique combines the advantages
of both previously mentioned approaches. In fact,
an optical architecture provided with correctly
dimensioned output and recirculating buffers uses
limited hardware and partly overcomes the prob-
lem of signal attenuation.

Since the number of delay lines dramatical-
ly increases when the load is high and the traf-
f ic  profi le is  crit ical  (burst  traffic),  a new
approach has been proposed [15]. It uses the
wavelength dimension for contention resolu-
tion by converting packets addressed tow the
same output line to different wavelengths.
This is accomplished by means of tunable opti-
cal wavelength converters (TOWCs). In [15]
the improvement in packet loss probability is
analyzed when packet wavelength conversion
is used. Also investigated is how TOWCs allow
reduction of the number of fiber delay lines by
storing multiple packets on different wave-
lengths in the same fiber. The basic result is
that an optical packet switch architecture uses
a number of TOWCs proportional to the total
number of input channels (i.e., the product of
the number of input lines and the number of
wavelengths).

Deflection routing [16] is simply a multi-
path routing technique that allows the con-
tention problems to be solved, and the buffer
depth and number of optical  gates to be
reduced with reasonable savings in hardware
volume and cost.  The effectiveness of this
technique critically depends on network topol-
ogy; as a matter of example, meshed topolo-
gies with a high number of interconnections
experience the largest gain from deflection
routing, whereas minor advantages arise from
simpler topologies.

The wavelength dimension technique uses
the wavelength dimension as a logical buffer in
the WDM optical network layer. In [17] a net-
work solution is proposed that eliminates the
need for optical buffers by splitting the traffic
load on the wavelength channels by using
TOWCs. The proposed scheme solves the prob-
lem regarding optical buffering; however, it
implies a high number of TOWCs. In fact, one
TOWC is needed for each input wavelength
channel. For example, in [17] it is shown that, if
the intensity traffic per line is 0.8 and the
required packet loss probability equals 10–10, a
16 x 16 switch with 11 wavelengths/input
requires only 2816 gates, compared to a “tradi-
tional” switch with optical buffers employing
only one wavelength, which would require
12,288 gates; however, a high number of con-
verters are necessary: 176 TOWCs.

THE OPTICAL BURST
SWITCHING PARADIGM

As previously described, the two major problems
of the OTPN are, on one hand, the transmission
inefficiency due to the choice of a constant packet
size, and on the other the difficulty of realizing
optical packet synchronizers. This has led to the
definition of a new switching paradigm, optical
burst switching (OBS) [7, 8]. OBS is based on:
• Variable-length packets, named bursts
• Asynchronous node operation
• Decoupling of the burst payload from its

header, which is transferred on a wave-
length different from that of the payload
According to OBS, when an ES has a burst to

send, it emits a burst control packet (BCP) on a
prefixed control wavelength channel, followed by
the data burst on an unused data wavelength
channel. Along the path from the source ES to
the destination ES, the BCP is processed elec-
tronically, and resources are reserved on the
data path for the transmission of the burst. The
architecture of an OBS CS is shown in Fig. 9.

The figure depicts a node with N input and out-
put fibers; each fiber has W wavelengths for data
channels and one for the control channel. The
demux is the first component of the OBS switch;
its role is to split the input control channel (ICC)
used by the BCPs, and input data channels (IDCs)
used by the data bursts. When a BCP reaches a CS
it is immediately converted in the electronic
domain by the input module (IM) and directed to
the BCP router that determines on which output
fiber to send the BCP and the related data burst.
A fiber delay line is used to delay the data burst in
order to process the BCP. Once the BCP has been
processed, it is transferred to the output
module/transmission (OM/TX), which updates the
control fields contained in the BCP and transmits
the data burst on the wavelength channel deter-
mined by the scheduler. Finally, the mux inserts
the control channel in the output fiber.

To efficiently use the switch resources [7], the
scheduling of the BCP is not performed when
the BCP arrives but an instant before the related
data burst arrival; in order to delay the schedul-
ing of the BCP, a reordering buffer is used
whose queue is ordered according to the arrival
times of the data bursts and whose logic delivers
the BCP to the scheduler D s before the burst
arrival,where D is the sum of scheduling and
optical switch setting times. The scheduler pro-
cesses the BCP and reserves resources needed to
forward the data burst; furthermore, it reveals
any burst contention phenomena on the output
wavelength channels.

Note that although OBS represents a simpler
solution, it does not solve all the problems of the
OTPN: the resolution of burst contention is an
open problem, and it is to be expected that per-
formance, in terms of burst loss probability,
could degrade on the OTPN. This is due to two
main reasons:
• There are more output packet contentions

due to the more unpredictable and less reg-
ulated burst statistics.

• The FDLs are not efficiently employed, and
voids between bursts can take place, as in [18].
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As far as the last point is concerned, we can
affirm that the main problem is the dimension-
ing of the basic timescale unit D to be used for
the FDLs. If the FDL buffer is designed using
fibers introducing delays that are consecutive
multiples of D, small values of D lead to high
time resolution and poor buffering capacity,
while large values of D lead to large buffering
capacity with poor time resolution. Neither case
is optimal, and there is a trade-off between them
to provide an acceptable optical burst loss prob-
ability. In order to fill the void, in [18] a new
scheduling algorithm is proposed; nevertheless,
it is only able to solve the problem partially, at
the price of an increase in the control complexity
of the optical switch. In [19] a switch architec-
ture is proposed, equipped with multistage FDLs
allowing a buffer with fine granularity and long
delay to be obtained; however, this increases the
hardware complexity of the switch in terms of
the number of used optical gates.

WDM TECHNOLOGIES
In a recent article published in this magazine
[20] the main technologies for DWDM networks
were reviewed. In particular, the authors report-
ed several device technologies for the realization
of tunable and switched sources, tunable filters,
wavelength converters, wavelength routers, and
switching elements. The maturity of the technol-
ogy needed to manufacture these devices is a
key issue. For instance, some of these have a
high maturity and can easily be inserted in real
systems (e.g., tunable filters); some others are
still not mature enough for employment in prac-
tical systems (e.g., wavelength converters). How-
ever, we can expect that in the following two or
three years most of them will gain a technologi-
cal maturity which will allow the implementation
of more complex DWDM systems.

Most DWDM network architectures present-
ed so far are based on static or semi-permanent
wavelength routing. This means that the status
of the network and its devices changes very slow-
ly with time, on the order of hours or days.
Nowadays, advanced network architectures are
hypothesized, which will allow more flexible and
dynamic use of wavelength resources, depending
on the variation of traffic dynamics. This is par-
ticularly true in the case of optical networks for
data traffic (e.g. optical Internet, or optical net-
works which interconnect several IP routers). A
relevant example is represented by multi-proto-
col lambda-switched optical networks, which are
optical networks compatible with the multi-pro-
tocol label switching1 scheme proposed for Inter-
net routing. In this case, dynamic routing in a
timeframe of seconds or even less is required.
WDM networks which employ such dynamic and
flexible routing schemes need wavelength agility,
that is, the property of optical devices to rapidly
change their working conditions.

Wavelength agile devices have already been
demonstrated. In particular, burst mode operat-
ing receivers and agile wavelength converters
have been realized.

The wavelength agility characteristic requires
technological efforts to render such devices reli-
able and well performing. This means that much
effort should be made to push the maturity of
the technology at a reasonable level. Wavelength
agility is the key function for realizing wave-
length/time-division multiple access (WDMA/
TDMA) access systems. A relevant example is
represented by the switchless network concept
reported in [21]. It basically consists of a single-
hop shared-access network employing time and
wavelength agility (a WDMA/TDMA scheme),
using fast tunable transmitters and receivers to
set up individual customer connections through
a single wavelength router (suitably replicated

■ Figure 9. Optical burst switching (OBS) node architecture.
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for resilience). In such a network connection
among users is realized by a double dimension
resource: wavelength and time slots.

A further step beyond is represented by the
realization of devices suitable for optical packet
switching (OPS). In this case it is much more
difficult to foresee when and if the maturity of
these devices will be such that OPS networks can
practically be realized.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The convergence between the telecom and data-
com worlds into the infocom scenario will dra-
matically change network design. One of the
most significant aspects is related to the domi-
nance of Internet data traffic over traditional
voice traffic. The role of WDM technology is cru-
cial in providing networking solutions for future
backbone networks, due to the huge bandwidth
of optical fiber and the high throughput charac-
teristics provided by optical routing nodes. For
the time being several architectural approaches
are emerging to provide effective transport of IP
packets. Much effort is being made to find solu-
tions that harmonize the statistical multiplexing
advantages provided by packet-switching
approaches and the intrinsic circuit-switched
nature of optical networking. Optical networking
solutions that utilize the same control plane as
MPLS networks could be a valid solution in the
short term. Optical burst switching may represent
an interesting method in the mid/long term.
Optical packet switching can be seen as the last
step of such an evolutionary path. Anyway, some
breakthroughs are needed in order to realize
mature optical devices which allow dynamic
buffering of optical packets.
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